
UndergradUate StUdent government of BarUch college 
CONFERENCE ROOM SUITE 3-270, 55 LEXINGTON AVE. NEW YORK NY 10010

MEETING NO. 4 TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH 2013, 05:47PM–07:34PM

I. REPORTS 05:47PM–06:18PM

PRESIDENT| FARHANA HASSAN 05:47PM–05:50PM

A. This Thursday will be the Club Fair. October 3rd from12:30-2:30pm in the GYM. We got 
most of our marketing material in; tablecloth, banner, and we’ll be giving out brochures. 
We are forward to everyone being present and just recruiting members for our commit-
tees and any projects that are coming up.

B. Club Connect will be the following Thursday, October 10th from 4:00–6:00pm in the mul-
tipurpose room. This gives club leaders the opportunity to get their questions anwersed 
about any concerns they might have. The structure of this club connect will be different 
from previous club connects. It will be a speed networking session where the Appeals 
committee, Finance committee, Interclub committee, and the the Treasury deparment 
of USG  will each have a table with a representative. Club leaders will get the chance 
to visit each table  and ask their questions. We are also looking forward to Student Life 
having a table where clubs can have their questions answered from them as well. If you 
are a committee leader and you would like a table to talk to club leaders about com-
ing project you are working on, feel free to ask and one will be provided. Digital Natives 
will be joining us to teach club leaders how to use Baruchconnect.com. AVI Fresh Food 
System will also be there to promote club specials. The really want to work with club 
leaders in catering their events. It might be really convient because they are on campus 
and payment methods will be easier. It will be an invoice system where students won’t 
have to charge credit cards. Henry McCants the person in charge of this program will be 
attending to give more information. Lastly Dr. Minton from the Weisman Center for Inter-
national Business will be there to talk about the International Education Education week 
where clubs can win up to $3000 dollars for their club budget.

C. Our next big group meeting will be Wednesday, October 23rd from 6:00–8:00pm in the 
conference room. Some of us might have class, to all the senators, committee leaders 
and board members if you don’t have class please come out. It is important you are 
there to represent your committee or the project you are leading to engage students 
and include them as well.

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT| HENRY MA 05:50PM–05:55PM
A. Our first Excel Workshop is coming up on October 8th  where we be partnering up with 

Golden Key in room 8-170 during club hours. If you know a little bit about excel you can 
help students and assist them with trouble shooting they might have. This is just a begin-
ner course to give student an idea of the daily functions of the program. This is an R.S.V.P. 
only event and the room only fits up to 25. It will be headed by a professor.
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HENRY MA’S REPORT CONTINUED…

B. We are partnering up with Cents Ability for the event : A Walk Through Internal Audit w/ 
JP Morgan. It’s gonna be a panel discussion and it will be held in room 5-165 during club 
hours. JP Morgan will be coming again for “Soft Pitch Skills”.

C. Our elections for the senate seat will be following today’s reports. So if you are running 
speak with Connor Levens immediately in the common area to hand in you paperwork 
and you will be given an order of when you will be doing your speeches. 

CHAIR OF FINANCE| ROBERT BAAZASHVILI & KEVIN DAMRI 05:55PM–06:17PM
BUDGETS(The Finance committee will be passing plan to pass 3 budgets; One at a time)

1. Muslim Business Association(Secretary of Finance, Kevin Damri) 
Proposed Budget:$3,500 
Approved Budget:$430 
Robert moves to pass the approved budget. The motion gets seconded and the 
table goes into a discussion

Question|Chris Eubanks 
Why was their initial budget cut so low? What did they say when you inter-
viewed them.

Response| Kevin Damri (Kevin Damri) 
They were out of commission last year. They said that their e-board fell apart 
and many of the events that they plan to do this semester are brand new. 
They also plan on co-sponsoring with two to three clubs per event including 
USG. The claim to have close ties with MSA, Pakistani Student Association, 
Seek Society and several others. So if they’re going to have these clubs 
co-sponsoring their events they should be able to contribute monetarily.  

Question|Sam Shivraj 
To get a clearer understanding, where is says spend (0) does it really mean 
they spent $0

Response|Kevin Damri 
They did not spend any money in the last year. The were given $800 last year 
and they managed to spend $0.

Question|Jackie Luu 
Why didn’t they spend any money?

Response|Kevin Damri 
Once again, their e-board was in disagreement and they were not functional

Question | Kirill Gourov 
It is with the assumption that we should be treating this organization as a new 
club. Are they any old members in this organization and what is the total 
amount of members in general?

Response | Kevin Damri 
Once of the e-board says that they were an old member but they say that 
they do not have contact or records from the previous team. Basically the 
club has been restarted.

Question for Ben|Nusaybah Quasem 
Was this club suspended?

Response|Ben Messner 
Their club was in conflict. There wasn’t any discipline they just could not 
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BUDGET continues
1. Muslim Business Association discussion continues

Ben Messner’s response continued 
operate properly. This happens all the time. They were able to resolve it and 
now they have a new e-board.

Question| Axelle Bougouma 
The cut is really huge. What is the logic behind the huge cut?

Response |Farhana Hassan 
The $3500 is the proposed amount.

Response | Henry Ma 
They’re budget last year was 800 so it was cut from $800 to $430 not $3500 to 
$430.

Response|Andrew De Rosa 
They were given a pretty good budget last year and they did not spend. Also 
since they are going to be doing most of there events with a lot of other clubs 
we personally thought that the allocated budget was decent.

Response|Robert Bazaavili 
We could have treated them like a new club and given them $300 but in-
stead we are giving them a chance since they were registered.

Motion Passes 14:0:1(Axelle Obtains)
2. Dream Team 

Proposed Budget:$630 
Approved Budget:$410 
There last event was a conference and the Finance committee does not fund con-
ferences. Robert moves to pass the approved budget. The motion gets seconded 
and the table goes into a discussion

Question|Michael Harris 
Since this is not a new club do you know how there events last year went?

Response| Robert Baazashivili 
No but they spent $200 out of $475

Response|Cynthia Roldan 
Last year they collaborated with Latino Heritage Month(LHM) to head an 
event called the Dream Act Debate and it was successful.

Comment|Farhana Hassan 
It looks like they are hosting a conference and not going to a conference. 
They have $100 budget under refreshments in there proposed budget for 
their immigration conference. It does not look like they are asking money for 
contractual.

Henry ask if there is a representative in the audience representing the Dream Team
Question | Farhana Hassan 

Did you ask them in the interview what the conference was about?
Response |Kevin Damri 

So their objective is to have people come and share stories and then have them go 
out and spread the word. And the refreshments would be used for that.

Comment | Ben Messner 
To clarify we don’t fund clubs for conference trips.
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BUDGET continues
2. Dream Team discussion continues

Comment| Farhana Hassan 
So since we don’t have any information right now to make that judgment 
they can come to us for an appeal.

Question |Daniel Edward 
You gave Muslim Business Association (MBA) $430 where they spent nothing 
last year and gave the Dream Team $410 and they did spend last year. What 
is you logic for give the Dream Team less than the MBA? Did the Dream Team 
not show initiative?

Comment| Robert Ba 
They did show initiative but we also look at years prior and MBA has been 
around for a long time. We also looked at their budget the year before where 
they had an active e-board and they spent a decent amount and that is 
what influenced the decision.

Motions Passes 15:0:1(Note: Henry attempts to pass the Dream Act instead of the Budget of the Dream Team 
and Aj obstains)

3. United Sikh Association 
Proposed Budget:$6,000 
Approved Budget:$1,000 
Robert moves to pass the approved budget. The motion gets seconded and the 
table goes into a discussion

Question|Sam Shivraj 
Are any of the events co-sponsorships? It looks like these are repeated events 
from prior years such as the “Sikh Awareness Day” event.

Response| Kevin Damri 
They did not speak to us directly about co-sponsorship but other clubs has 
talked to us about co-sponsoring these events.

Question|Kirill Gourov 
Why did they not spend any money last year?

Response | Robert Baazashvili  
Their leadership has changed. They have no contact with the previous 
e-board. But they seem passionate and it looks like they are going to take 
initiative this year.

Question | Chris Eubanks 
Why did you decided to give them $250 for all their events?

Response | Robert Baazashivil 
A lot of their money is geared towards refreshments. Their equipment is pro-
vided by the school so we can’t fund them for that. The miscellaneous if for 
gifts that might give to guest.

Motion Passes 11:0:4 (Aj, Judy, Chris and Axelle obstains)
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CHAIR OF APPEALS| SARANSH KHANNA 06:20PM–07:40PM

Appeals( A total of 19 Appeals were Brought to the table
1. G.L.A.S.S for LGBT History Month(Freakfest) 

They celebrate the LGBT community and Freakfest is their annual event. 
We have a representative Lily Qin that can give us more info about the event. The 
event will take place in the multipurpose room with an expected attendance of 100.  
Representative from G.L.A.S.S. | Lily Qin 
This event will fall on Halloween—Thursday, October 31st from 6–10pm. They are go-
ing to have a lot more co-sponsorships for this event which means that we are ex-
pecting a large attendance. The majority of the appeal will go toward refresments.  
They are thinking about Italian food. The rest of the appeals will be going into sup-
plies for disposable cutlery. 
Request Appeal:$1,500 
Proposed Allocation:$1,500 
Saransh moves to pass the allocated appeal. The motion gets seconded and the 
table goes into a discussion

Question|Sam Shivraj 
Where are you getting the Italian food? Are you getting the from Mozerelli’s

Response | Lily Qin 
No, they gave Saransh a break down of all the venues they will be reaching 
out to for the food.

Comment|Saransh Khanna 
Also know that this appeal has a stipulation that this money can only used for  
freakfest and it may not cover any other events for LGBT Month.

Question | Robert 
Can you clarify what you will needed for supplies.

Response |Lily Qin 
Since the event it high in attendance, their will be a high necessity for things 
like forks, cups and other disposable cutlery.

Question | Farhana 
Does that include decorations?

Response | Lily Qin 
The decorations will be covered by the LGBT Month budget.

Question | Sam Shivraj 
How many people are you expecting to attend this event?

Response | Lily Qin 
They are expecting 100–200. One of the things that they asked the co-spon-
sorship is to contribute by having a few representatives from their club attend 
and also have them help out during the event so that will increase atten-
dance. They are also having a Bearcat wedding. (So that may stir up some 
interest) 
Motion Passes 13:0:3

2. Ascend: 4 Appeals for Ascend 
1. Speak Up Workshop: Taken Place on Tuesday, October 15th from 12:30–2:30 in 
NVC 4-218 with an expected attendance of 40. It is basically a professional develop-
ment workshop where they plan to bring in a former president to facilitate the work-
shop and work on speaking skills with the students. Their requested amount for 
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Appeals continues
2. Ascend appeals continues 

supplies has been cut down due to the fact they requested printing fliers from vista 
print. As the appeals committee we do not think it’s appropriate to give clubs mon-
ey to be spending money for fliers from outside venues. Each club has a printing 
account that can be put to use on the 6th floor computer lab. 
Requested Appeal: $199 
Proposed Allocation: $181

2. Resume Walk In Hours: Taken Place on Thursday, October 17th from 12:30–2:30 in 
NVC 3-240 with an expected attendance of 80. It is going to be a walk in walk out 
event. Once again requested amount has been cut for the flier printing. 
Requested Appeal: $136 
Proposed Allocation: $111

3. Navigate Your Advertising Career: Taken Place on Tuesday, October 29th from 
12:30–2:30 in NVC 3-210 with an expected attendance of 60 and 4 Professionals. 
Since some professionals are attending they wanted more quality food so that 
bump up the price for refreshment. The amount request for supplies was not fully 
granted due to the cut on printing fliers. 
Requested Appeal: $489 
Proposed Allocation: $379

3. Becker CPA Panel: Taken Place on Thursday, November 7th from 12:30–2:30. with an 
expected attendance of 40 and 4 Professionals.  
Requested Appeal: $187 
Proposed Allocation: $157 
Total Proposed Allocation : $828 
Saransh moves to pass the total allocation for ascend. The motion gets seconded 
and the table goes into a discussion.

Question|Santiago A. Gomez Flor 
Are the professionals for the event on October 29th secure?

Response | Saransh Khanna 
They said they had 4 professionals secure and they are working on 2 more.

Question | Sam Shivraj 
All these events are opened to all Baruch students?

Response | Representative from ascend: Jonathan 
Yes every event has to be.

Question | Michael Harris 
Why only $4 under supplies for the Becker CPA Panel and $75 for the Navi-
gate Your Advertising Career? What is the discrepancy ?

Response | Representative from ascend: Jonathan 
They expect less people for the Becker CPA Panel than the other events.As 
for the discrepancy we wanted $50 for name tags for the Navigate Your Ad-
vertising Career. We did not want have hand written name tags due to the 
nature of the event.

Question | Aj Jaikasingh 
What are the miscellaneous lines for the last two events

Response | Representative from ascend: Jonathan 
They are for gift for the professionals.
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Appeals  continues
2. Ascend  discussion continues

Question| Nusaybah 
Is the $75 under supplies for the Navigate you advertising career enough for 
name tags

Response | Representative from ascend: Jonathan 
Yes they are.

Question| Michael Harris 
Is the $4 enough?

Response | Representative from ascend: Jonathan 
Yes they are for cups. The cups shouldn’t be that expensive.

Motion Passes 16:0:0
3. Absolute Adrenaline for Paintball Trip 

Taken Place on Saturday, November 16th from 8:00am–8:00pm. This is an outside 
event with an expected attendance of 55 including Chaperons.  Absolute Adrena-
line is an outdoor sporting club on campus. It is an upcoming club that has gained 
a lot of membership over the last year. They had this paint balling event in the past 
which was really successful. There are fees for  transportation for this event. We have 
Mana representing if there are any question. 
Request Appeal:$1,240 
Proposed Allocation:$1,240 
Saransh moves to pass the allocated appeal. The motion gets seconded and the 
table goes into a discussion

Question| Judy Chen 
Do we not pay for off campus events or is that only for conferences?

Response | Saransh Khanna 
This event has happened in the past where we gave funding for it.

Question| Allen Meyorvich  
How much is it going to cost for each student to go?

Response | Representative from Absolute Adrenaline: Mana (President) 
$40. Usually if it less than 20 people it goes up to $150 including fee for trans-
portation.

Comment | Jacob Gsell 
For off campus events, if an event is approved through student life we can 
fund it.

Comment | Ben Messner 
Keep in mind that technically all these appeal are in the pending process. 
They may not reach Board of Directors if something does not get approved. 

Question |Chris Eubanks 
How much did the venue increase the price by?

Response | Representative from Absolute Adrenaline: Mana (President) 
For the paintball company, the price increased by $200 and the bus in-
creased by $300

Motion Passes 16:0:0
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Appeals continues
4. Alpha Kappa Delta Phi for Breast Cancer Awareness (BCA) Week 

Taken place from October 14th–20th. (Jake Gsell explains the proposed allocation)
The reason why the numbers were so low was because one of their events was a 
color run and which is an off campus event which we do not propose to allocate.  
Request Appeal:$1,100 
Proposed Allocation:$300 
Saransh moves to pass the allocated appeal. The motion gets seconded and the 
table goes into a discussion

Question| Kirill Gourov 
How many events in total will there be?

Response | Representative from Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 
6 events.

Question| Michael Harris 
Do we have an estimate on attendance for each event? 

Response | Representative from Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 
They are having a movie night with an expected attendance of 50–70. Then 
there will be an event were a guest speaker from AVON comes in accuse 
they have a partnership with them. That event will have an expected atten-
dance of 50–70. The bake sale is based on how many people we draw in. 
(Since it will be a tabling event on the 2nd floor) They are also having another 
event which has not been approved yet since it is an off campus event. But 
they are expecting 150–200 people

Motion Passes 15:0:1
5. eXchange Support: 2 Appeals for eXchange Support 

Basically a club that works with foreign exchange student. 
1. Intermix: Taken place on Saturday, October 19th from 12:30–2:30 in NVC 14-220 with 

an expected attendance of 60+ students. This is in co-sponsorship with the Interna-
tional Student office.  
Requested Appeal: $250 
Proposed Allocation: $250

2. Around the Globe/World: Taken place on Thurday, November 14 from 12:30–2:30 in 
the multipurpose room with an expected attendance of 100+ students. They are 
aim for event to be a large scale event, very much like the “Global Village” event 
hosted by AIESEC. They plan to get food from different vendors. They plan on having 
decorations and performers as well. 
Requested Appeal: $650 
Proposed Allocation: $650 
Total Proposed Allocation : $900 
Saransh moves to pass the total allocation for eXchange Support. The motion gets 
seconded and the table goes into a discussion.

Question| Farhana Hassan 
For the Around the Globe event, is that for international education week?

Response | Representative from eXchange Support 
Yes

Comment |Farhana Hassan 
We did request clubs to come through co-sponsorships and there was a cap  
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Appeals  continues
Farhana’s comment continued… 

to be spent on the event which was $300. This looks like the same event that 
they used last year for the competition. One of the rules for the competition 
were a brand new event and something original. 

Response | Sanransh 
This is not for the competition. It is relating to the International Education week 
but this event is not for the competition.

Question| Farhana Hassan 
Are you guys still planning on participating in the competition though?

Response | Representative from eXchange Support 
Yes they are for cups. The cups shouldn’t be that expensive.

Question| Sam Shivraj 
Is the second event in conjunction with the study abroad office or is it just the 
first one?

Response | Representative from eXchange Support 
It is just the first one.

Question|Robi 
Are you cosponsoring with anyone around the world?

Response | Representative from eXchange Support 
Yes they will be cosponsoring. They know for a fact that Vasyl (the President) 
has been reaching out to clubs.

Comment | Ben Messner 
It’s a really great event was thinking we should push it to the next BOD meet-
ing but it might be too late. Also for international education week we usually 
prefer to do the event together. Also, not sure if it will be in the multipurpose 
room if we are holding space for the competion. It’s possible that it might not 
get passed by BOD.

Question|Aj 
Would you guys like to cosponsor?

Comment in relation to Aj’s Question | Sam Shivraj 
There is an international education week kickoff on November 7th which is 
the same concept, which is also in conjunction with the study abroad office.

Comment | Farhana Hassan 
It’s just the matter of the fact they are having the competition for interna-
tional education week. There is limited space and there will be a lot of clubs 
looking to host events. The multipurpose room will be the prime room that 
clubs would request. We are funding the competition so this event would be 
in conflict.

Question| Representative from eXchange Support 
What if we apply for the competition as well?

Response| Henry Ma 
If you apply for the competition there is a cap for cap into how much you 
can spend. If you are operating alone your cap is $300 and if you are opera-
tion with other clubs you cap is $500 for the event. It also has to be an original 
event.
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Appeals continues
5. eXchange Support discussion continues

Comment| Ben Messner 
If you are in favor of passing this event we have to talk about approval for 
the room. We are not saying we don’t let other events happen.

Comment | Farhana  Hassan 
Farhana is in favor of Aj’s comment. They should just cosponsor until get more 
information about this club and until we wait for approval for the room.

Amendment| Henry Ma 
Henry amends to only approve $250 in appeals to only fund. 
Motions Passes 11:2:3 (Robi and Kirill is against)(Jacob

Motion 13:0:3
6. Fusion for Fear Factor event 

Taken place on Thursday October 24th from 6–9pm in the Multipurpose Room. The 
expected attendance for this event is 100+ students. (The president(Madlene) and 
treasurer of Fusion come to represent the club and explain the event in further de-
tail)This is a repeating event that was held last year. This year they want to make it 
bigger because of the huge feedback they got from the previous one. The event 
is inspired by the show “Fear Factor”. There idea is that they have a competition 
where they will have people eat bull penis, turkey testicles, frog legs,etc. The two 
winners will face of in a “Man Versus Food Challenge” in particular the curry chal-
lenge(The curry is so spice that even the people cooking it have to wear mask). For 
the people that are not up to eating the thing that they are having for the compe-
tition they have safer options which consist of culturally exotic things that might be 
strange to others but okay to the culture club that are in Baruch. (i.e. chicken feet, 
pork blood meat stew.) What ever is left in the competition they also to cut samples 
to give out to the audience to try for themselves. The will also have a few perfor-
mances before the competition. There are also a lot of fun games that go along 
with the theme.

Comment| Ben Messner 
Just to let you know your food may change. Ben is not very comfortable with passing 
this until certain things approved by student life.

Question|Henry Ma 
Does any of this require waivers.

Response| President from Fusion: Madelene 
They have their own personal waivers mentioning health issues and anything along 
those lines

Response | Ben Messner 
But the college would have to approve.

Comment | Saransh Khanna 
There is  stipulation for this event where the event is only allowed to be held in the 
multipurpose room since it is a large scale event and they are asking for a large sum. 
Request Appeal:$2,800 
Proposed Allocation:$1,325 
Saransh moves to pass the allocated appeal. The motion gets seconded and the 
table goes into a discussion.
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Appeals continues
6. Fusion appeals continues…

Question| Olavo De Paula 
How was the event last year?

Response | President from Fusion: Madelene 
Last year they had a full room. It was filled to capacity and they hand to stop 
people from coming in. They had about ten contestants. They had to cut por-
tions a lot smaller than they intended and the competition was just as fun.

Question| Olavo De Paula 
What kind of food did you have?

Response | President from Fusion: Madelene 
They the same food that they are trying to get this year along with maggot 
fried rice and Filipino delicacy such as a boiled egg embryo.

Comment | Chris Eubanks 
What is the intended budget for this event?

Response | President from Fusion: Madelene 
For the competition alone the amount would be $544 for the contestants. For 
the general audience they only have 4 kinds of foods but they plan to reach-
ing out to other clubs and organizations include their cultural food. But if they 
want to feed the entire audience, instead of $544 it would be $829. Overall 
the food alone would cost around $1079. So $1000 is already not enough.

Question | Jackie Luu 
What do we do if the type of food changes? If the food changes the ex-
pense of the food will go down.

Response | Farhana Hassan 
If you guys need more money for the food you can always look in to the op-
tion of co-sponsoring with USG. Let’s just pass this with the stipulation that OSL 
approves of this event.

Question | Daniel Edward 
If this appeal passes and USG and other clubs were to co-sponsor, will the 
money from the co-sponsorship be able to cover the difference?

Response | Madelene 
It depends on how much USG will be willing to offer

Comment | Santiago A. Gomez Flor 
If this get passed USG will be able to cover the remaining cost. Do not be 
discouraged if you are not getting the desired amount from appeals. In terms 
of the appeals this depend on the board because we don’t know OSL’s re-
sponse yet.

Comment entertaining a motion |Camille O’ Brien 
Camille O’ Brien entertain the motion to add 175 to the miscellaneous to 
make the total cost $300. This will avoid any additional paper work.

Amendment | Robert Bazaavilli 
Robert motions to make an amendment that an additional $175 get added 
to the miscellaneous. 
Motion Passes 13:0:3

Motion Passes 12:0:4
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Appeals continues
7. Fashion Industry Club: 3 Appeals for Fashion Industry Club 

This is an up and coming club that caters to a different audience not only for those 
who show interest in fashion but also for those who want to pursue fashion entre-
preneurship. There expected membership is about 100. There is a  representative for 
Fashion Industry Club is you have any question later on.

1. General Interest Meeting: Right now they have no money allocated in their budget 
for this line.  
Requested Appeal: $550 
Proposed Allocation: $550

2. Fashion Internship Information: Taken place on Thursday, November 7 from 12:45–
2:00 with an expected attendance of 40+ students.  
Requested Appeal: $130 
Proposed Allocation: $130

3. Models and Photographers Networking Event: Taken place on Thursday, November 
14 from 6:00–9:00pm with an expected attendance of 60+ students and profession-
als. They engage to the students at are interested in modeling and photography 
and have professional models and photographers to talk to the students. 
Requested Appeal: $750 
Proposed Allocation: $640 
Total Proposed Allocation : $1320 
Saransh moves to pass the total allocation for Fashion Industry Club. The motion gets 
seconded and the table goes into a discussion.

Question| Robert  
Is it Fashion at Baruch or Fashion Industry Club

Response | Cynthia Roldan 
As the founder of the club the name has been re-branded to Fashion at Ba-
ruch.

Response |Representative from Fashion Industry Club 
Since they handed in the paper work late for the budget they decided to 
keep the name Fashion Industry Club. So on paper it is still Fashion Industry 
Club but they are promoting it as Fashion at Baruch.

Question | Sam Shivraj 
How many active members do you have?

Response | Representative from Fashion Industry Club 
They have at least 30 active members and the accumulated a mailing list of 
people who were interested in the club.

Motion Passes 10:1:5
8. NYC Hong Kong Club: 3 Appeals for NYC Hong Kong Club
1. Cultural Game Day: Taken place on Sunday October 13 with and expected atten-

dance of 40 students. There is a stipulation that this get approved by OSL 
Requested Appeal: $250 
Proposed Allocation: $250

2. General Meetings: Taken place on Thursdays, from 12:30–2:30 in NVC 3-145 with an 
expected attendance of 50 students. They have a lot of money in their budget. 
Requested Appeal: $400 
Proposed Allocation: $200
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Appeals continues
8. Ascend appeals continues

3. Cantonese Class: Taken place on Thursdays, from 12:30–2:30pm in room 3-145 with 
an expected attendance of 20 students. The will teaching and talking about Can-
tonese to students at Baruch. 
Requested Appeal: $210 
Proposed Allocation: $150 
Total Proposed Allocation : $600 
Saransh moves to pass the total allocation for NYC Hong Kong Club. The motion gets 
seconded.

Motion Passes 14:0:2
9. Baruch at EC(Ecaudorian Club): 3 Appeals for Baruch at EC
1. Promotions/Tabling: Taken place on October 22nd and November 18th   

Requested Appeal: $50 
Proposed Allocation: $30

2. Yo Soy Ecaador: Taken place on Thursday, October 24th from 12:30–2:30 in NVC with 
an expected attendance of 60 students. They have a lot of money in their budget. 
Requested Appeal: $70 
Proposed Allocation: $70

3. Artesian: Taken place on Thursday, November 14th with an expected attendance of 
30 students. They have a lot of money in their budget. 
Requested Appeal: $235 
Proposed Allocation: $160 
Total Proposed Allocation : $260 
Saransh moves to pass the total allocation for Baruch at EC. The motion gets sec-
onded. Keep in mind that the appeals committee has not heard from the club since 
the appeal. 
Motion Passes 12:0:4

CHAIR OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT| OLAVO DE PAULA 07:40PM–07:42PM
A. Olavo gave an overview of his experience in Leadership weekend. He learned that his 

confidence affected his leadership style. He met with President Wallerstein and other 
great people. His overall experience was great.

B. Diversity and Inclusion Night 7:30 October 9, 6:00–8:00pm. Olavo is looking for USG repre-
sentatives to come an participate at the event.

II. SPEECHES 07:42PM–07:52PM
CANDIDATE FOR REPRESENTATIVE SENATOR| JUN HO CHO 
Main Points:
A. Jun Ho Cho is  an international transfer student, currently a junior majoring in finance. 
B. His my most recent leadership position was in the army. He served approximately two 

years in the 8th U.S. Army, one year of which he  served as a platoon leader in charge of 
about 40 soldiers. His main role was to ensure the physical combat readiness of the 40 sol-
diers and to prevent and solve conflicts between US soldiers and Korean soldiers.

C. He also had a few leadership experiences at school. Before Baruch, I went to Borough of 
Manhattan Community College. There, He served a year as president of 
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 Phi Theta Kappa, international honor society. He was lucky enough to have many passion-
ate and dedicated members, and with the assistance from them, the chapter was able 
to become the second biggest in New York State. 

D. He also worked as a campaign manager for one of the presidential candidates for the 
student government at BMCC in 2009. The candidate ran alone for the seat without any 
cabinet. For the candidate’s lection, Jun Ho exploited his personal connections and put a 
lot of efforts into the campaign. Consequently, they won the election with a record voting 
turnout. 

E. His strength lies in the implementation and teamwork. He may not have great ideas, but 
He is a passionate listener. Once starting working with a team, he will listen carefully and 
get ideas and make sure those ideas are implemented and done. 

F. If given the opportunity, he will promise one thing, his dedication. He will make sure all of 
the duties as a senator will be thoroughly fulfilled and work hard to help this student gov-
ernment successfully serve its term. He then thanks the team. 

SPEECHES CONTINUED…
JUN HO CHO’S SPEECH CONTINUES… 

CANDIDATE FOR REPRESENTATIVE SENATOR| ANDREW DE ROSA 
Main Points:
A. He was a leader in his local highschool but he feels that now he should emerge as a leader.
B. In order for senator to represent 1000  student, he or she must know who he is representing. 

The only way that can be done is by interacting with them, going to events and networking 
with everyone. Ultimately the senators are their voice at the senate table.

C. He wants to utilize social media to interact with everybody so students are well of what USG 
is planning doing.

D. If elected senator he hopes to transcend a motivated attitude for a much better place.

CANDIDATE FOR REPRESENTATIVE SENATOR| CYNTHIA ROLDAN 
Main Points:
A. He was a leader in his local highschool but he feels that now he should emerge as a leader.
B. In order for senator to represent 1000  student, he or she must know who he is representing. 

The only way that can be done is by interacting with them, going to events and networking 
with everyone. Ultimately the senators are their voice at the senate table.

C. He wants to utilize social media to interact with everybody so students are well of what USG 
is planning doing.

D. If elected senator he hopes to transcend a motivated attitude for a much better place.

Main Points:
A. He is a senior at Baruch. He has been to a lot of USG events such as Viva la Vida and the 

co-sponsorship with TSO.
B. He is apart of the Legislative affairs committee and Finance Committee. He started writing 

for the ticker and he is also part of Lexicon.
C. As a senator he feels like he has good experience with clubs and the Baruch atmosphere.

CANDIDATE FOR REPRESENTATIVE SENATOR| JOHN XIONG 
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III. Q & A SESSION 07:52PM–07:55 PM
Question for Cynthia posed by Olavo 

How will you be able to manage both USS and USG? 
She Sets up to do list. So I will be able to manage. In terms of USS and Baruch

Question Andrew posed by Olavo 
How do you interact with the students to see what they need? 
He is the vice chair for Finance so he got interact with club leaders and he also ran for 
USG so he was able to talk to the students.

IV. EXECUTIVE SESSION 07:55PM–10:00PM
The senate meeting goes into executive session where the meeting is no longer open to 
the public. The senate and the executive board deliberate on the candidates. (Note: 
The taking of Minutes has been suspended and the session is off record.)

V. ELECTIONS 10:00PM–10:02PM
(Note: the meeting is no longer in executive session and is now open to the public again. The recording of minutes resume.)

Danny moves to elect Chris Eubanks as the new Representative Senator
Motion passes 14:0:2 (Note: Judy and Jackie left the meeting early)
USG welcome Jun Ho Cho to the Senate table

VIII. ADJOURNMENT 

The  Motion is to Adjourn the meeting at 10:02 
Motion Passes: 14:0:2 

Meeting is adjourned

There is no unfinished or new business 
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